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1. Introduction

Intelligent materials with changing properties and functions have been studied in many fields [1-9]. In particular, stimuli-responsive polymer systems have been considerably investigated for the purpose of the many types of possible applications, such as soft actuators, microfluidics and medical devices, etc. due to their light weight, flexibility and low noise, etc. [10-18]. Polymer gels have the flexible bodies allowing volume changes and sensors properties for chemical substances at the same time. By utilizing these properties, the gel actuators have been considered to be applied for the biomimetic robots. In particular, a thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) gel have been significantly investigated especially for medical devices. [19, 20] However, in order to drive these polymer materials, external device for controlling the external stimulus must be needed. On the other hand, organic systems can generate autonomous motion without external stimuli. In recent years, self-oscillating gels and polymer chains were developed and researched in order to understand and mimic the spontaneous mechanical works. [21-27] The energy source of self-oscillating polymer systems is chemical energy like a living organism, that is, the polymer system cause the self-oscillation induced by the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction or the pH oscillating reaction. [28-43] The Self-oscillating reactions have been widely studied for their relevance to nonlinear, chaotic dynamics and biological signals. In previous investigations, the self-oscillating behaviors of polymer systems induced by the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) or the pH oscillating reactions were realized.[44-60] The BZ reaction is well known as an oscillating reaction accompanying spontaneous redox oscillations to generate a wide variety of nonlinear phenomena, e.g., a target or spiral pattern in an unstirred solution, and periodicity, multi-periodicity, or chaos in a stirred solution. The overall process of the BZ reaction is the oxidation of an organic substrate by an oxidizing agent in the presence of the catalyst under strong acidic conditions. In the BZ
reaction, the metal catalyst undergoes spontaneous redox self-oscillation, and it changes the solubility from hydrophilic to hydrophobic at the same time. In order to cause the self-oscillation under temperature constant condition, the different solubility of the Ru catalyst in the reduced and oxidized state is utilized. In previous investigations, poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (poly(NIPAAm)) was covalently bonded to (ruthenium (4-vinyl-4’-methyl-2,2-bipyridine) bis(2,2’-bipyridine)bis(hexafluorophosphate)) (Ru(bpy)₃) and a negatively charged acrylamide-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid (AMPS) as a pH and solubility control site [47-50]. The AMPS-containing polymer systems caused self-oscillations originating from the different solubility of the Ru(bpy)₃ moiety in the oxidized and reduced state. However, the conventional-type self-oscillating polymer system has the temperature limitation for causing the self-oscillation. That is because the conventional-type self-oscillating polymer system causes the aggregation or the contraction above the LCST. In this chapter, we introduce novel type self-oscillating polymers systems that are constituted the non-thermoreponsive and biocompatible poly-vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a polymer main-chain in order to expand the application fields. In our previous investigations, we first succeeded in causing the aggregation-disaggregation self-oscillation of the novel polymer chain and polymer gel under the constant condition induced by the BZ reaction. As for the VP-based self-oscillating polymer chain, the influence of the concentration of the three BZ substrates (sodium bromate, malonic acid and nitric acid) other than the metal catalyst on the waveform and period of the self-oscillation was investigated. As a result, it was demonstrated that the amplitude of the self-oscillation is hardly affected by the initial concentration of the BZ substrates. Furthermore, we firstly succeeded in causing the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation at high temperature condition by adapting the VP-main chain. We studied the influence of the initial concentration of the three BZ substrates other than the metal catalyst and the temperature on the period of the self-oscillation. As a result, it was clarified that the period of the self-oscillation for the VP-based polymer gel can be controllable by the selection of the initial concentration of the three BZ substrates (malonic acid (MA), sodium bromate (NaBrO₃) and nitric acid) and the temperature. In addition, by optimizing the initial concentration of the BZ substrates and the temperature, it was demonstrated that the maximam frequency of the swelling-deswlling self-oscillation is 0.5 Hz. This value was 20 times as large as that of the conventional-type self-oscillating polymer gel (poly(NIPAAm-co-Ru(bpy)₃ gel) with the thermoresponsive nature.

Next, in this chapter, we introduce the challenge of mimicking the peculiar locomotion of living organism, such as mollusks and apods, by utilizing polymer gel that cause the swelling-deswelling induced by the pH oscillating chemical reaction. Gastropods, like snails and slugs, can obtain the peristaltic movement by forming contraction waves, which is the propagation of the shrinking part of the body [61]. In this research, we focused on producing a functional gels obtaining peristaltic movements by the chemical energy directly.

In addition, we introduce a novel-tpye nanofiber gel actuator that was manufactured by the electrospining method. The nanofiber gel actuator can cause bending-streching motion
synchronized with the pH oscillation. Polymer nanofibers have been much studied for the application to various fields, such as chemical detector, scaffolds, wound dressing, and multifunctional membranes, sensors, filtration media and biomaterials, etc. [62-65]. That is because the nanofiber gel membranes have a high surface-to-volume ratio and a relatively small pore size compared to normal-type polymer hydrogel. The merit of the electrospinning method to manufacture nanofiber gel actuators is low cost, relatively high production rate, and applicability to many types of polymers. Moreover, by utilizing the electrospinning method, we can construct various shapes of nanofiber gel actuators because it does not require a mold to synthesize the gel. By controlling the external conditions, we can construct more complex structures such as porous fiber, core sheath fiber, etc. [66-69]. Recently, some researchers succeeded in manufacturing functional nanofiber gels by utilizing electrospinning method. For example, Hsieh and coworkers have reported ultrafine gel fibrous membranes that consist of poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) and poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA) and PVA/PAAc mixtures [70-72]. However, there are a few challenges to realize the nanofiber gel actuator [73,74]. In this study, in order to construct an autonomous nanofiber gel actuator, we utilized Landolt pH-oscillator based on a bromated/sulfite/ferrocyanide reaction. By coupling with this pH-oscillator, we realized a nanofiber gel actuator that shows the bending and stretching motions with a constant period and displacement.

2. Experimental section

2.1.1. Synthesis of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))

The polymer chain was prepared as follows. 0.5g of ruthenium(4-vinyl-4’-methyl-2,2’-bipyridine)bis(2,2’-bipyridine)bis(hexafluorophosphate) (Ru(bpy)) as a metal catalyst for the BZ reaction, 9.5 g of vinylpyrrolidone (VP) and 0.35 g of 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as an initiator were dissolved in the methanol solution (31 g) under total monomer concentration of 20 wt%. These polymerizations were carried out at 60 °C for 24 h in vacuo. These resulting reaction mixtures were dialyzed against graded series of water/methanol mixtures, for 1 day each in 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 wt% of water, and then freeze-dried.

![Chemical structure of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)).](image)

Figure 1. Chemical structure of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)).
2.1.2. Measurement of Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST) for the Poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ solution

The lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the polymer solution was measured under the reduced and oxidized states, by using Ce(SO₄)₂ as an oxidizing agent and Ce₂(SO₄)₃ as a reducing agent, respectively. The polymer solutions (0.5 wt%) of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ were prepared by dissolving the polymer in a 0.3 M HNO₃ aqueous solution and adding 5 mM Ce(SO₄)₂ or 5 mM Ce₂(SO₄)₃, respectively. The LCST measurements were carried out with a spectrophotometer (JASCO, Model V-630) equipped with magnetic stirrers and a thermostatic controller. In this measurement, the 570 nm wavelength was used because it is the isosbestic point for the reduced and oxidized states of Ru(bpy)₃. The transmittance (%) of the polymer solution at 570 nm was then recorded by raising the temperature at a rate of 0.5 °C/min.

2.1.3. Measurement of optical oscillations for the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ solution

The poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ solutions were prepared by dissolving the polymer (0.5 wt%) into an aqueous solution containing the three BZ substrates (malonic acid (MA) and sodium bromate (NaBrO₃), nitric acid (HNO₃)). The transmittance self-oscillations of the polymer solutions were measured under constant temperature and stirring. In order to detect the transmittance change which is based on the autonomous transmittance change, 570-nm wavelength was used. The time course of the transmittance at 570 nm was monitored by a spectrophotometer.

2.2.1. Synthesis of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ gel

The gel was prepared as follows. 0.110g of Ru(bpy)₃ as a metal catalyst for the BZ reaction was dissolved in 0.877g of vinylpyrrolidone (VP), 0.012g of N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm) as a cross-linker, and 0.020g of 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) as an initiator were dissolved in the methanol solution (3ml) (Figure 1). The two solutions were mixed together well, and then the mixed solution purged with dry nitrogen gas. The monomer solution was injected between Teflon plates separated by silicone rubber as a spacer (thickness: 0.5mm), and then polymerized at 60°C for 18 hours. After gelation, the gel strip was soaked in pure methanol for a week to remove unreacted monomers. The gel was carefully hydrated through dipping it in a graded series of methanol-water mixtures, for 1 day each in 75, 50, 25 and 0%.

2.2.2. Measurements of the equilibrium swelling ratio of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ gels

The equilibrium swelling ratio of the gels was measured under the reduced and the oxidized state, by using the oxidizing and the reducing agents. Gels were put into two solutions of Ce(III) and Ce(IV) under the same acidity, [Ce₂(SO₄)₃]=0.001M and [HNO₃]=0.3M; [Ce₃(SO₄)₂]=0.001M and [HNO₃]=0.3M, respectively. The equilibrium swelling ratio of the gels was observed and recorded by using a microscope (Fortissimo Corp.WAT-
250D), a LED light (LEDR-74/40 W), and a video recorder (Victor corp. SR-DVM700). The analysis was conducted by using the image processing software (Image J 1.38x). Measurements of the equilibrium swelling ratio were performed in a water-jacketed cell made of acrylic plates.

2.2.3. Measurements of the oscillating behavior for poly(Vp-co-Ru(bpy)₃) gels

The gel membrane was cut into rectangles (side length, about 2 × 20 mm) and immersed into 8mL of an aqueous solution containing malonic acid (MA), sodium bromate (NaBrO₃), and nitric acid (HNO₃). Shape changes of the gel strip were observed and recorded using a microscope (OLYMPUS.IX71), and a video recorder (Victor Corp. SR-DVM700). The analysis was conducted by using the image processing software (Image J 1.38x). A one-pixel line along the length of recorded gel image was stored at regular time intervals (0.05 s). The stored pixel line images were sequentially lined up as a function of time by the computer. This image processing procedure constructs a spatio-temporal diagram. From the obtained diagram, the time-dependent change in the gel edge was traced for observing the behavior of the volume change.

2.3.1. Synthesis of the poly(AAm-co-AAC) gel

The pH-responsive cylindrical hydrogels were prepared as follows. 0.533 g of acrylamide (AAm), 54.0 mg of acrylic acid (AAC), 12.8mg of N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm) as a cross-linker, and 22.6 mg of 2,2’-Azobis (2-methylpropionamide) dihydrochloride as an initiator were dissolved in the O₂ free pure water (3.0 mL). The gelation was carried out in glass tubes (internal diameters from 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm) at 50 °C for 21 h. After removing from their molds, the cylindrical gels were cut in pieces 3.0 mm long and hydrated in pure water.

The pH-responsive cylindrical microphase-separated gels were prepared as follows. The composition of monomers is same as the cylindrical hydrogels, and they were dissolved in the solutions of O₂ free water/acetone mixtures (80/20, 70/30, 60/40, and 50/50 wt %). The polymerization was carried out in glass tubes (the size is same as above) at 50 °C for 21 h.
After removing from their molds, the cylindrical gels were also cut in pieces 3.0 mm long and hydrated in a graded series of methanol-water mixtures for 1 day each in 75, 50, 25, and 0 vol % methanol.

The pH-responsive microphase-separated tubular gel was prepared as follows. The composition of monomers is same as the cylindrical microphase-separated gels, and they were dissolved in the water/acetone mixture solution (70/30 wt %). The mold was made by coupling different size of glass tubes (external/internal diameters are 2.6/2.0, 1.0/0.6 mm), and the monomer solution was flowed into the tube-shaped space (external/internal diameters are 2.0/1.0 mm). The tubular gel was cut in pieces 4.0 cm long and hydrated in a graded series of methanol-water mixtures for 1 day each in 75, 50, 25, and 0 vol % methanol.

2.3.2. SEM Observation of the gels

Two samples were prepared in the following way. The microphase-separated gel cylinders were cut into pieces and soaked in acid (pH= 2) and base (pH = 11) solutions for 1 day until reaching the equilibrium. Then the gels were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried under vacuum for 1 day. The freeze-dried samples were fixed on the aluminum stubs and coated with the gold for 30 s under vacuum. The gel network structures were observed by the SEM (scanning electron microscope, HITACHI S2500CX).

2.3.3. Measurement of phase transition kinetics

In our measurement of the gels kinetics, two acid-base solutions with low and high pH (pH = 2 and pH = 11) were used. A piece of cylindrical gel under the equilibrium swelling in one solution was transferred quickly into the other. The changes of the cylindrical gel diameters were monitored by using a microscope equipped with a CCD camera controlled by a computer. The obtained images were analyzed by image processing software.

2.3.4. Experimental apparatus for causing the CT reaction in the pH-responsive tubular gel

The feeding solutions were stored in three separated reservoirs containing an alkaline sodium chlorite solution ([NaClO₂] = 1.2 × 10⁻¹ M, [NaOH] = 1.5 × 10⁻⁴ M), an alkaline potassium tetrathionate solution ([K₂S₄O₆] = 3.0 × 10⁻² M, [NaOH] = 1.5 × 10⁻⁴ M), and a sodium hydroxide solution ([NaOH] = 1.3 × 10⁻² M). The solutions were pumped by peristaltic pumps (ATTO SJ-1211L) and premixed by a magnetic stirrer (AS-ONE CT-3A) before entering the tubular gel. The flows of chlorite and tetrathionate solutions were maintained at 30 mL/h, and the mixed solution flowed into the tubular gel by a peristaltic pump (ATTO SJ-1211H). The tubular gel was soaked in the mixed CT solution for 30 min in advance. After entering the flow of the mixed solution, an acid perturbation was applied by touching the gel at a particular spot with a paper soaked in a 1 M H₂SO₄ solution. The behavior of the tubular gel was observed by using a microscope equipped with a CCD camera controlled by a computer. Methyl red, a color indicator that changes from yellow
(basic) to red (acidic), was added to the solutions to directly visualize the propagation of acid regions. Fig. 3 shows the schematic illustration of experimental apparatus.

![Schematic illustration of experimental apparatus for causing the CT reaction in the pH-responsive tubular gel.](image)

**Figure 3.** Schematic illustration of experimental apparatus for causing the CT reaction in the pH-responsive tubular gel. (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)

2.4.1. Preparation of Poly(AAc-co-tBMA)

Using AAc (25.9 g), tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA) (34.1 g), and 2,2′-azobisiso-butyronitrile (AIBN) (0.49 g) as an initiator, poly(AAc-co-tBMA) (Figure 4) was synthesized by the radical polymerization in ethanol (139.5 g) using a total monomer concentration of 30 wt%. The molar ratio of tBMA incorporated into the copolymer was 30 mol%. The polymerization was carried out at 60 °C under nitrogen flow for 24 h. The resulting reaction mixture was dialyzed against ethanol for seven days.

![Chemical structure of poly(AAc-co-tBMA)](image)

**Figure 4.** The chemical structure of poly(AAc-co-tBMA) polymer.
2.4.2. Electrospinning

The polymer solution (18 wt%) was poured into a 2.5 mL syringe. A potential of 10 kV was applied by connecting the power supply (GT80 GREEN TECHNO) to the syringe tip (Figure 5). In order to introduce anisotropic structure into the nanofiber gel, the 1.0 mL of the polymer solution in the syringe was sprayed at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/hour (sprayed for 30 minutes), and then the flow rate was changed to 1.0 mL/hour (sprayed for 60 minutes). The fibers were collected on the grounded glass substrate as a collector. The distance between the collector and the syringe tip was 15 cm. The temperature and humidity were 25 °C and 70%, respectively. After the electrospinning, the obtained sheet, with a thickness of about 200 μm, was dried overnight at 50 °C.

![Figure 5. Schematic illustration of electrospinning set-up.](image)

2.4.2. Measurement of motion of the nanofiber gel actuator

The open continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) (40 mL) was designed using an acrylic cell with a water jacket in order to control the solution temperature in the cell. Potassium bromated (0.26 mol/L), sodium sulfite (0.3 mol/L), potassium ferrocyanide (0.08 mol/L), and sulfuric acid (0.04 mol/L), solutions were pumped into the reactor at a flow rate of 50 mL/hour. The pH changes in the reactor were monitored continuously by utilizing a pH meter (F-55 HORIBA) held in the reactor, and its electronic output was directly recorded by a computer. The nanofiber gel (length 15 mm, width 3 mm) was set at the bottom of the water jacket. One end of the gel strip was sandwiched in the incision of the silicone rubber. Shape changes of the gel strip were recorded by a fixed microscope (Fortissimo Corp. WAT-250D) and a video recorder (Victor Corp. SR-DVM700). The temperature in the reactor was controlled at 25 °C by utilizing the water bath equipment.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Self-oscillating behavior of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) solution

The measurement of the solubility for the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) solution in the reduced and oxidized state was conducted by changing the temperature from 10 to 50 °C. As shown in Figure 6, there are no the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) for the polymer solutions in the reduced and oxidized state. The polymer solutions in the reduced and oxidized state have different transmittance values. That is, this result indicates that the polymer solution has different solubility in the reduced and oxidized state, respectively. The solubility of the polymer solution in the reduced state is higher than that in the oxidized state. Figure 7 shows self-oscillating behaviors of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) solution in the different concentrations of malonic acid ([MA] = 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08 and 0.09 M) under the fixed concentration of sodium bromate and nitric acid ([NaBrO₃] = 0.3 M and [HNO₃] = 0.3 M). As shown in Figure 7, the base line of the transmittance self-oscillation gradually decreased with time in all malonic acid concentrations. The damping behavior originates from the change in the ionic strength of the polymer solution when the transmittance measurement starts [47-49]. In order to cause the BZ reaction in the polymer solution, the self-oscillating polymer solution and the other solution of the BZ substrates are mixed just before the transmittance measurements. In general, the solubility of the polymer chain is significantly affected by the ionic strength of the solution. Therefore, when the ionic strength increased at the start point of the self-oscillation, the solubility of the polymer chain decreased. In the solution condition of this study, the ionic strength of the polymer solution was very high because the BZ reaction required a significant high concentration of the BZ substrates. Therefore, the damping behaviors occurred from the start point of the self-oscillation. In addition, as shown in Figure 7, the width of the waveform increased with decreasing the concentration of malonic acid. Basically, the width of the waveform of the transmittance self-oscillation depends on the rate of the BZ reaction because the self-oscillation was induced by the BZ reaction. As the concentration of the BZ substrates decreased, the rate of the BZ reaction decreased due to decrease in the collision rate among the BZ substrates. Therefore, the width of the waveform increased with decreasing the concentration of the BZ substrates. This tendency was observed in the transmittance self-oscillation of the AMPS-containing polymer solutions [48].

Figure 8 shows the transmittance self-oscillations of the novel polymer solution in the different concentration of sodium bromate ([NaBrO₃] = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 M) at 14 °C under the fixed concentration of malonic acid and nitric acid ([MA] = 0.1M and [HNO₃] = 0.3 M). As shown in Figure 8, the amplitude of the self-oscillation gradually decreased with time in the same manner as in Figure 7. Moreover, the width of the waveform decreased with the increase in the concentration of sodium bromate due to the increase in the reaction rate of the BZ reaction. In addition, as shown in Figure 8, the amplitudes of the transmittance self-oscillations were hardly affected by the initial concentration of sodium bromate. In addition, Figure 9 showed the amplitude of the transmittance self-oscillation for the polymer solution under the different concentrations of the BZ substrates. As shown in Figure 9, all the BZ
substrate concentrations hardly influence the amplitude of the transmittance self-oscillation. That is, the amplitude values were almost the same in all BZ substrate conditions. In our previous investigations, we studied the effect of the concentration of the BZ substrates on the waveform of the transmittance self-oscillation for the AMPS-containing polymer solution. As a result, we clarified that the amplitude of the self-oscillation is significantly affected by the initial concentration of the BZ substrates [47-49]. This is because the AMPS-containing polymer chain caused damping, that is, the amplitude of the self-oscillation gradually decreased with time. The damping behavior of the polymer solution originates from the change in the size of the polymer aggregation with time. In the case of the NIPAAm-based polymer chains, the reduced Ru moiety in the polymer chain strongly interacts with the other reduced Ru one. Once the reduced Ru moiety strongly interacts with the other Ru one, the interaction hardly dissociates [48]. In the BZ reaction, the time in the reduced state is much longer than in the oxidized state. Therefore, the hydrophobic Ru(bpy)₃²⁺ moiety in the polymer chain dominantly behaved for the determination of the polymer aggregation state in the self-oscillating behavior. For this reason, the mole fraction of the Ru(bpy)₃²⁺ moiety in the polymer chain significantly affect the waveform of the transmittance self-oscillation. This influence can be explained by the overall process of the BZ reaction based on the Field-koros-Noyes (FKN) mechanism [33-36, 48]. On the other hand, in the case of the VP-based polymer chain, the bipyridine ligands interacted with the VP based main-chain. The strength of the interaction of the bipyridine ligands in the oxidized state is higher than in the reduced state. That is, the polymer aggregation increased in the oxidized state. However, the time in the oxidized state is much shorter than in the reduced state. Therefore, the size of the polymer aggregation changed very slowly compared to the AMPS-containing polymer solution. Consequently, the degree of the damping for the VP-based polymer solution is considerably small. Therefore, the amplitude is hardly affected by the initial concentration of the BZ substrates.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Temperature dependence of transmittance for poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) solutions under the different conditions of reduced Ru(II) (in Ce(III) solution) and Ru(III) (in Ce(IV) solution) states.
Figure 7. Oscillating profiles of transmittance at 14 °C for 0.5 wt% poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ solution in the fixed nitric acid and sodium bromate conditions ([HNO₃] = 0.3 M and [NaBrO₃] = 0.3 M): (A) [MA] = 0.04 M, (B) [MA] = 0.05 M, (C) [MA] = 0.06 M, (D) [MA] = 0.07 M, (E) [MA] = 0.08 M, (F) [MA] = 0.09 M.

3.2. Self-oscillating behavior of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ gel

Figure 10 shows the equilibrium swelling behaviors of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy))₃ gels in the Ce(III) and Ce(IV) solutions under the same acidic condition. In the Ce(III) solution, the gel kept a tinge of orange, which indicated that the copolymerized Ru(bpy)₃ moiety in the gel was in the reduced state. On the other hand, in the Ce(IV) solution, the gel quickly turned from orange to green, which showed the Ru(bpy)₃ moiety in the gel had changed the reduced state to the oxidized state. In the oxidized state, the equilibrium volume of the gel was larger than that in the reduced state in all temperature condition. This is because the solubility of the Ru(bpy)₃ moiety has significantly different properties in the oxidized and
Figure 8. Oscillating profiles of transmittance at 14 °C for 0.5 wt% poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)) solution in fixed nitric acid and malonic acid conditions ([HNO₃] = 0.3 M, [MA] = 0.1 M) (A) [NaBrO₃] = 0.1 M, (B) [NaBrO₃] = 0.2 M, (C) [NaBrO₃] = 0.3 M, (D) [NaBrO₃] = 0.4 M.

Figure 9. Dependence of amplitude of transmittance self-oscillation for polymer solution at 14 °C in the change in one BZ substrate under fixed concentrations of the other two BZ substrates: MA ([MA] = 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08 and 0.09 M, fixed [NaBrO₃] = 0.3 M and [HNO₃] = 0.3 M); NaBrO₃ ([NaBrO₃] = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 M, fixed [MA] = 0.1 M and [HNO₃] = 0.3 M); HNO₃ ([HNO₃] = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 M, fixed [NaBrO₃] = 0.1 M and [HNO₃] = 0.3 M).
reduced state. The reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel has an extreme hydrophobic property in the VP-based polymer gel. This property is attributed to the conformation of the bipyridine ligands surrounding the Ru ion, which induces the deswelling behavior. That is, in the VP-based gel, the bipyridine ligands surrounding the Ru ion exert a greater influence on the solubility of the polymer chain in the reduced state as compared with the ionization effect of the Ru ion.[47-52] On the contrary, the oxidized Ru(bpy)$_3$ parts in the gel has a great hydrophilic property. The driving force of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation is originated in the different solubility of the Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the reduced and oxidized states as shown in Figure 10. In the reduced and oxidized state, there is no observation of the volume phase transition because of the PVP main chain of the gel without LCST.

![Equilibrium swelling ratio of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel in cerium sulfate solutions as a function of temperature.](image)

**Figure 10.** Equilibrium swelling ratio of poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel in cerium sulfate solutions as a function of temperature. (●) $[\text{Ce}_2(\text{SO}_4)_3] = 0.001$M and $[\text{HNO}_3] = 0.3$M; (○) $[\text{Ce(}SO_4)_{2}] = 0.001$M and $[\text{HNO}_3] = 0.3$M. The relative length is defined as the ratio of characteristic diameter at the initial state at 20°C. (Reprinted ref. 57, Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.)

Figure 11 showed the logarithmic plots of the period against the initial concentration of one BZ substrate under fixed concentration of the other two BZ substrates at a constant temperature ($T=20 ^\circ$C). As shown in Figure 11, all the logarithmic plots had a good linear relationship. Therefore, the period $[T(s)]$ of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation can be expressed as $a[\text{substrate}]^b$ where $a$ and $b$ are the experimental constants, and the brackets indicate the initial concentration. Moreover, as shown in Figure 11, the period of the self-oscillation have the saturation point at the following initial concentration: $[\text{MA}] = 0.07$M (Figure 11(a)), $[\text{NaBrO}_3] = 0.5$M (Figure 11(b)) and $[\text{HNO}_3] = 0.7$M (Figure 11(c)). The period at the saturated point in Figure 11(a) was significantly higher than that in Figure 11(b) and Figure 11(c). This tendency can be explained by considering the mole fraction of the reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel. This is because the reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel has the significantly high hydrophobic property. Therefore, the number of the hydrophobic reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel exert influence of the self-oscillating behavior. The Field-koros-Noyes (FKN) mechanism explained the overall process of the BZ reaction. [33-36, 48] According to the FKN mechanism, the overall reaction is divided into the following three
Figure 11. Logarithmic plots of period (T in s) vs initial molar concentration of one BZ substrate at a constant temperature (T=20°C) under fixed concentrations of the other two BZ substrates; (a) [NaBrO₃] = 0.084M and [HNO₃] = 0.3M, (b) [MA] = 0.0625M and [HNO₃] = 0.3M, (c) [MA] = 0.0625M and [NaBrO₃] = 0.084M. (●) plots and (○) plots show the linear relation and the saturated line vs initial concentration of one BZ substrate, respectively. (Reprinted ref. 57, Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.)

main processes: consumption of Br⁻ ions (process A), autocatalytic formation of HBrO₂ (process B), and formation of Br⁻ ions (process C).

A:  BrO₃⁻ + 2Br⁻ + 3H⁺ → 3HOB₰r
B:  BrO₃⁻ + HBrO₂ + 2Mred + 3H⁺ → 2HBrO₂ + 2Mox + H₂O
C:  2Mox + MA + BrMA → fBr⁻ + 2Mred + other products
In the process of B and C, the Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel works as the catalyst: the reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety is oxidized (process B), and the oxidized one is reduced (process C). Therefore, as the initial concentration of the MA increased, the mole fraction of the reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel increased in accordance with the FKN mechanism. With increasing in the mole fraction of the reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ in the gel, the shrinking force originating in the hydrophobic reduced Ru(bpy)$_3$ greatly increased as well. Generally, as for a polymer gel, deswelling speed is faster than the swelling one. Once the gel collapsed, it takes a lot of time for the aggregated polymer domain in the gel to recover the elongated state. This is because the polymer aggregation state is thermodynamically more stable in the polymer gel. Therefore, as the shrinking force increased, the swelling speed of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel significantly decreased. As a result, in the higher MA condition, the period at the saturated point was long ($T=182.5$) compared with the other condition ($T=33.7$ (Figure 11(b)) and $T=45.0$ (Figure 11(c)). On the other hand, in the case of Figure 11(b), the period at the saturated point was greatly shorter than that in Figure 11(a). In the condition of Figure 11(b), the swelling force originating in the hydrophilic oxidized Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety increased due to the increase in the mole fraction of the oxidized Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel in accordance with the FKN mechanism. Therefore, the gel can cause the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation at the high speed due to the strong recovering force originating in the higher mole fraction of the hydrophilic oxidized Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety in the gel. Moreover, in the condition of Figures 11(c), the period for the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel had the different aspect from that of the conventional-type poly(NIPAAm-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel.[75] The period of the self-oscillation decreased with increasing the initial concentration of the BZ substrates because of the increase in the collision frequency among the BZ substrates. Therefore, we considered that the relationship between the period and the $[\text{HNO}_3]$ for the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel is of a more natural tendency. In addition, in the condition of Figure 11(c), the control range of the period by changing the initial concentration of the HNO$_3$ for the gel was much wider than that for the poly(NIPAAm-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel. [75] Moreover, as shown in Figure 12, the period of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation decreased with increasing the temperature because the temperature affects the BZ reaction rate in accordance with the Arrhenius equation. The period of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation to the temperature for the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel has the linear relationship. The period (2 second) reached the saturation at 46 $^\circ$C in the BZ condition ([MA] = 0.08M, [NaBrO$_3$] = 0.48M and [HNO$_3$] = 0.48M). This is because the swelling-deswelling speed of the gel is slower than the changing rate of the redox states of the Ru(bpy)$_3$ in the gel. That is, the self-oscillating behavior of the gel cannot follow the changing the redox state of the Ru(bpy)$_3$ moiety. The maximum frequency (0.5Hz) of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel was 20 times as large as that of poly(NIPAAm-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel. [75] The self-oscillating behaviors of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)$_3$) gel at 20$^\circ$C and 50$^\circ$C were shown in the Figure 12(b) and 12(c), respectively. The displacement of the volume change self-oscillation at 20$^\circ$C and 50$^\circ$C were about 10 $\mu$m and 4 $\mu$m, respectively. These results clarified that the displacement of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation for the gel has the trade-off relationship against the period of the self-oscillation, that is, the length of the volume change decreased with increase in the period.
Figure 12. (a) Dependence of the self-oscillation period on the temperature. (●) plots and (○) plots show the linear relation and the saturated line vs temperature, respectively. (b) Self-oscillating profile of cubic poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)) gel at 50°C (MA = 0.08M, NaBrO₃ = 0.48M and HNO₃ = 0.48M). (c) Self-oscillating profile of cubic poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)) gel at 20°C (MA = 0.08M, NaBrO₃ = 0.48M and HNO₃ = 0.48M). Cubic gel (each side length is about 2mm and 20mm) was immersed in 8ml of the mixture solution of the BZ substrates. (Reprinted ref. 57, Copyright American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.)
3.3. Tubular gel motility driven by chemical reaction networks

In previous studies, De Kepper et al. showed a method to form the contraction waves by coupling the pH-responsive hydrogel and the acid autocatalytic chlorite tetrathionate (CT) reaction [42, 43]. They presented a system specially designed to show the chemomechanical instabilities, in other words, dynamical deformations of the functional gels, such as contraction waves and complex spatio-temporal volume oscillations. However, in this system, the pH responsive cylindrical gel is fixed to continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR) because it must be permanently fed with constant flows of fresh CT reactants. Therefore, this system is unsuitable for the development of a locomotive gel robot. It is necessary to develop a novel concentration tuning mechanism without the stirred reactor for the coupled system of the functional gel and the CT reaction.

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the principles of the tubular gel feeding system (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)

In this chapter, we introduce a novel pH-responsive tubular gel and propose a new method of generating contraction waves on the functional gel. Figure 13 shows the schematic representation of the principle of the feeding system of the tubular gel. We controlled the reaction diffusion system by pouring the reactant solution into the hollow of the tubular gel, and attempted to achieve the peristaltic movement of the tubular gel by formulating contraction wave. This system enables us to feed with constant flow of fresh reactants, and also to be free from tank reactors.

The CT reaction is known as the acid autocatalytic reaction with the concentration changes of various sorts of reactive substrates, including the chlorite and tetrathionate ion, and this reaction exhibits a bi-stability of an acid steady state and an alkaline steady state. The CT reaction shows very complex kinetics which is still not completely understood [76]. However, it can be described by the following chemical reaction,

$$7\text{ClO}_2^- + 2\text{S}_4\text{O}_6^{2-} + 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 7\text{Cl}^- + 8\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 12\text{H}^+.$$
It runs in slight chlorite excess, and is associated with the following autocatalytic empirical rate law,

\[ r = -\frac{1}{7} \frac{d[\text{ClO}_2]}{dt} = k\text{[ClO}_2]\text{[S}_4\text{O}_6\text{][H}^+]^2, \]

where \( r \) indicates the concentration per unit mol of the reactive substrates, and \( k \) is a proportionally coefficient. The changes between the steady states of the CT reaction take place depending on the feeding condition of the proton. When an alkali is constantly supplied, the CT reaction solution can maintain an alkaline steady state. As an acid perturbation is added or an alkali supply decreases below a certain concentration, the acid autocatalytic reaction develops and acid region spreads by the reaction-diffusion process, finally the solution becomes acid steady state. When autocatalytic reactions are operated in a pH responsive spherical gel, the gel shrinks following the one-way reaction, regularly. However, in some conditions, the relatively faster diffusivity of the proton can lead to the oscillatory reaction diffusion instability [42,43,77,78]. The volume oscillation of spherical gel is generated by coupling the CT reaction with the volume phase transition of the pH-responsive gel, and we call the concatenation of the two phenomena “chemical reaction networks.”

![Flowchart of the chemical reaction networks](image)

**Figure 14.** Flowchart of the chemical reaction networks. Each disk shows the condition of a spherical gel. The red arrows indicate changes of the interior CT solution and the green arrows indicate volume phase transition of the pH-responsive gel, that is, the gel causes shrinking or swelling. (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)

Figure 14 shows the flowchart of the chemical reaction networks. The red areas indicate the acid steady state and the yellow areas indicate the alkaline steady state. There are four steps in the networks:

1. The spherical gel is in the uniform alkaline steady state.
2. When the gel radius grows and exceeds a certain threshold value, an acid perturbation rises in the core of the gel.
3. The acid region fills the gel entirely, and the gel shrinks.
4. When the gel radius shrinks below a certain threshold value, it swells again by inflowing of alkali solution.

As described above, the stabilities of such steady states depend on the gel radius. It is shown theoretically and experimentally that the switching between the chemical reaction networks...
occurs with hysteresis as a function of such geometric parameters. In this case, the reaction diffuses symmetrically from the center of the gel. When the reaction is applied to the cylindrical gels or tubular gels, it diffuses symmetrically to the diameter direction and also diffuses to the length direction. The disks shown in Figure 14 indicate the changes of the cross-section surface at one location of the cylindrical gel.

For coupling pH-responsive gels and the CT reaction, it is quite important to achieve large volume changes of the gels, because the stabilities of the steady states depend on the gel sizes. Also, the speed of volume change has a high correlation with the contraction wave shape. However, in general, the reactivities of hydrogels composed of chemically cross-linked polymer networks are low because the polymer chains are molecularly restricted by a large number of cross-links. An N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) gel with a microscale phase separation that underwent a quick response has previously been reported [79]. By preparing a NIPAAm gel above the LCST, the NIPAAm gel forms a porous structure with polymer-rich domains and aggregations in the matrix of loosely bound network structures [80]. Consequently, polymer-rich domains inside the gel aggregate or disperse rapidly through the porous structure within the gel by an effluent pathway of the solvent. Therefore, in this investigation, we prepared the microphase-separated AAm-based gels. The microphase-separation in the gel depends strongly on the methods of gel preparation. Meanwhile, a method for preparing the microphase-separated gels by altering the composition of the solvent has been reported [55]. Therefore, we synthesized the poly(AAm-co-AAc) gels in water/acetone solvents. Also, we investigated the gels kinetics at the different mixture proportions of the solvents.

Figure 15. SEM images of the interior morphologies of poly (AAm-co-AAc) microphase-separated gel with the mixing ratio of water/acetone solvents at 50/50 ((a) swelling state and (b) shrinking state at equal magnification). (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)

First, we observed the structures of the gels. Figure 15 shows the SEM images of the interior morphologies of the poly(AAm-co-AAc) microphase-separated gels with the mixing ratio of water/acetone solvents at 50/50. There are polymer rich domains inside the both gels (swelling state and shrinking state) and their sizes change in proportion as the volume
phase transitions of the gels. This microscale structures are quite different from those of ordinary poly(AAm-co-AAc) gels with water solvents.

Next, we investigated the phase transition kinetics of the poly(AAm-co-AAc) cylindrical gels. When the external pH was rapidly changed, the gel diameters gradually changed to approach the equilibrium state. Figure 16 shows the plots of the gel diameters as a function of time on the shrinking process. Here, let us define $L_f$, $L(t)$ and $L_i$, as the final gel diameter, the gel diameter at $t = t$ and the initial gel diameter ($t = 0$), respectively. The time evolution was found to be well described by a single exponential:

$$L(t) = L_f - \Delta L (1 - e^{-t/\tau})$$

where $\Delta L$ and $\tau$ represents the total gel length change ($=L_i - L_f$) and the characteristic time of shrinking. When $\tau$ and $L_f$ are determined, we can estimate the diffusion constant $D$ by using the following relation for cylindrical gels [81]:

$$D = \frac{L_f^2}{24\tau}$$

From the results, the corrective diffusion constant of the poly(AAm-co-AAc) cylindrical gels can be estimated as follows: (A) $4.39 \times 10^{-5}$ mm$^2$/s, (B) $5.38 \times 10^{-5}$ mm$^2$/s, (C) $1.75 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s, (D) $1.99 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s, (E) $2.07 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s. In the case of sample (A) and (B), the corrective diffusion constants are almost the same as those of the normal type hydrogels. On the other hand, in the case of sample (C), (D) and (E), they are two orders of magnitudes larger than those of sample (A) and (B). These results indicate that the mixture fractions of acetone to the solvents have the threshold values for the microphase-separation. Also, these results confirm that the microphase-separation plays an important role for increasing speed of the volume phase transition.

We also investigated the detailed pH-responsive nature of the gels. Figure 17 shows the equilibrium swelling of the poly (AAm-co-AAc) cylindrical gels at various pH values. From this results, all samples caused volume phase transition between the pH variation range of the CT reaction (from pH = 2 to pH = 11). Also, the diameter change rates of sample (A) and (C) are larger than that of sample (E). It is notable that the stiffness of the gels depends on the mixture proportions of water/acetone solvents. The stiffness of the gels tends to get lower as the mixture fractions of acetone increase. In this experiment, sample (D) and (E) do not stand up under their own weight and became easily deformed in air. Therefore, for this reason, we chose sample (C) as the material of the tubular gel because of its stiffness and phase transition kinetics.

We succeeded in coupling the pH-responsive hydrogel and the CT reaction. Figure 18 shows the propagation of the acid region in the swollen part of the tubular gel. The mixture proportion of the solvent of the tubular gel was same as sample (C). As shown in Figure 18, the CT solution was colored with methyl red. The yellow area corresponds to alkaline composition and the red area corresponds to acid composition. The red allows indicate the
forefront of the acid region and the green allows indicate the forefront of the gel contraction. When the acid perturbation was applied to the left part of the tubular gel, the red area propagated to the right, and finally covered the entire gel. Also, the gel diameter shrank following the propagation of the acid region, as shown in Figure 18. These results suggest that the poly(AAm-co-AAc) tubular gel can be coupled with the CT solution, in terms of the acid propagation and the volume change of the gel.

Figure 16. Shrinking behaviors of poly(AAm-co-AAc) cylindrical gels at the different mixture proportions of water/acetone solvents ((a): (A) 100/0, (B) 80/20, (b): (C) 70/30, (D) 60/40, and (E) 50/50 wt %). (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)
**Figure 17.** Equilibrium swelling of poly(AAm-co-AAc) cylindrical gels at various pH values adjusted using HCl and NaOH solutions, at the different mixture proportions of water/acetone solvents ((A) 100/0, (C) 70/30, and (E) 50/50 wt %). (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)

Fig. 19 shows the spatiotemporal diagram constructed from sequential images of the acid propagation. The extractive line is the black bar in Figure 18 (a). As shown in Figure 19, the acid region propagates at the constant speed, and the velocity of the acid propagation was 16 μm/s. It is 10 times faster than that of the previous research [42]. We also measured the velocity of the acid propagation in the mixed CT solution in the glass tube, and it was 200 μm/s. This is much larger value than that in the case of Figure 18. This result indicates that the propagation occurred inside the gel. These results confirm that a part of the chemical reaction networks, from step (1) to step (3) in Figure 14, was realized experimentally. In order to achieve autonomous swelling of the gel, from step (3) to step (4) in Figure 14, the gel diameter needs to shrink below a certain threshold value. It means that the minimum and maximum sizes of the tubular gels should be regulated for realizing oscillatory volume changes by inflowing of alkali in the CT solutions. The concentrations or mixing ratios of the CT solutions also affect the forming of the chemical reaction networks. The regulation of the gel sizes and the CT solutions will take an important role in the generation of the contraction waves in the tubular gels. This research will be the first step for realizing the biomimetic chemical robot which causes peristaltic locomotion.
Figure 18. Propagation of the acid front in the swollen part of the tubular gel. An acid perturbation was applied to the left part of the gel. The yellow area corresponds to alkaline composition and the red area corresponds to acid composition. The red arrows indicate the forefronts of the acid regions and the green arrows indicate the forefronts of the gel contraction, which are the rightmost points obtained locally minimum diameters. (a) t = 0 indicates the criterion time after applying the acid perturbation. (Reprinted ref. 58, Copyright IEEE. Reproduced with permission.)
3.4. A pendulum-like motion of nanofiber gel actuator synchronized with external periodic pH oscillation

In this study, in order to drive the nanofiber gel actuator in response to the external pH changes, we selected the pH responsive poly(AAc) (PAAc) as a main polymer chain. The PAAc is protonated when the pH is below the pKa. When the pH of the solution is below pKa, the nanofiber gel collapses due to hydrogen bonding among the polymer chains. On the other hand, when the pH is above the pKa, the PAAc polymer chain is ionized, that is, the solubility of the polymer chain changes from a hydrophobic to a hydrophilic nature. As a result, the nanofiber gel expands because of the electrostatic repulsion force among the charged PAAc polymer chains. However, the fiber gel that consists of the only PAAc polymer chain, finally dissolves into the aqueous solution because the gel does not have the cross-linkage among the polymer chains into the nanofiber. In order to avoid the nanofiber gel dissolving, especially when it is above the pKa, we adopted the tBMA domain into the PAAc as a cross-linkage and a solubility control site, due to the hydrophobic interaction among the tBMA in the nanofiber. As a result, the poly(AAc-co-nBMA) nanofiber gel does not dissolve in the aqueous solution.

Figure 20 shows distributions of diameter of the poly(AAc-co-nBMA) nanofibers electrospun at two flow rates (2.0 mL/h and 1.0 mL/h) (See Figure 21). In general, the fiber diameters depend on the flow rate. In our experiment, the average diameter at the flow rate 2.0 mL/h (302 nm) was thicker than at 1.0 mL/h (233 nm).
Figure 20. (a) An electrospun fiber sheet. (b) The SEM image of nanofibers at flow rate 1.0 mL/h. (c) The SEM image of nanofibers at flow rate 2.0 mL/h. (d) Distribution of fiber diameters of poly(AAc-co-nBMA) nanofibers electrospun at different flow rates.

Figure 21. The method of introducing the anisotropic structure into the nanofiber gel. (a) Electrospinning at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/hour (sprayed for 30 minutes). (b) Electrospinning at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/hour (sprayed for 60 minutes). (c) Drying in 50 °C over night. (d) Cutting into 15 mm × 3 mm × 200 μm.

In order to drive the nanofibrous gel actuator synchronized with autonomous pH oscillation, we focused on the Landolt pH-oscillator, based on a bromated/ sulfite/ ferrocyanide reaction discovered by Edblom et al. [39,40]. This reaction causes the autonomous cyclic pH changes with a wide range at room temperature. The reaction has many reaction steps, so we estimated the main reactions as follow [41].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BrO}_3^- + 3\text{HSO}_3^- + \text{H}^+ &\rightarrow \text{Br}^- + 3\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 4\text{H}^+ \\
\text{BrO}_3^- + 6\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4-} + 6\text{H}^+ &\rightarrow \text{Br}^- + 6\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{3-} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

In Process (1), H₂SO₃ is oxidized by bromate, and ferrocyanide is oxidized by bromate in Process (2). In the above two processes, the hydrogen ions produced and consumed at comparable rates. Therefore, in this reaction, the pH oscillation takes place in the CSTR. Figure 22 shows the experimental set up of the CSTR. The CSTR was constructed by using...
four peristaltic pumps in order to feed four solutions of potassium bromated, sodium sulfite, potassium ferrocyanide and sulfuric acid. Moreover, this system had one more peristaltic pump to drain the excess solution. The degree of changing the pH range (amplitude) and period of the oscillating reaction can be controlled by changing the feed concentration, flow rate and solution temperature.

Figure 22. Continuous monitoring system for oscillation: monitoring both the medium pH and the gel motion in a CSTR.

Figure 23 shows a motion of the nanofiber gel actuator. The bending and stretching motions of the gel actuator synchronized with the pH oscillating reaction. As shown in Figure 23, we defined R as the length between two edges of the gel. Figure 24 shows the trajectory of the nanofiber gel strip. As shown in Figure 24, the gel strip caused the pendulum-like motion. As the external pH is below the pKa, the nanofiber gel stretches because of the deswelling originating from the hydrogen bonding (1→3). Next, when the pH is above the pKa, the gel bends because of the swelling originating from the repulsive force among the anionic polymer chains (4→6).

Figure 25 shows the temporal changes of R of the gel strip and the external pH, respectively. The range of the pH oscillation based on a bromate/sulfite/ferrocyanide reaction was 3.1 < pH < 7.2, and the period was about 20 min. When the external pH changes periodically, the R of the gel strip cyclic changes synchronized with the external pH change. As shown in Figure 25, when the pH sharply decreased, the R of the gel strip starts to increase because the gel collapsed. Next, when the pH increased rapidly, R gradually decreased, due to the
gel actuator swelling originating from the repulsive force of AAc domain in the polymer chain. That is because the gel has different rates at swelling and deswelling. In general, the swelling motion of the gel is slower than the deswelling motion. Therefore, when the gel actuator bended, the R value gradually decreased.

Figure 23. Periodical pendulum motion of poly(AAc-co-nBMA) nanofiber gel.

Figure 24. Trajectory of the tip of the gel relative to its attachment position during pH oscillation.
4. Conclusion

As for the VP-based self-oscillating polymer chain, we examined the influence of initial substrate concentrations of the BZ reaction on transmittance self-oscillation for the novel poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) solution. As a result we noted that the width of the self-oscillation is much affected by the initial concentration of the BZ substrates. In addition, we clarified that the amplitudes of the transmittance self-oscillation is hardly affected by the initial concentrations of the BZ substrates. This tendency was not observed in the case of the AMPS-containing polymer solution. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the period of the transmittance self-oscillation can be controlled by the selection of the initial concentration of the BZ substrates.

Furthermore we succeeded in clarifying the influence of the initial concentration of the BZ substrates and the temperature on the period of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation for the novel poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) gel. The logarithmic plots of the period against the initial concentration of one BZ substrate under fixed the other two BZ substrates showed the good linear relationships. Moreover, the period of the self-oscillation increased with the increasing the temperature in accordance with Arrenius equation. The maximum frequency (0.5Hz) of the poly(VP-co-Ru(bpy)₃) gel was 20 times as large as that of poly(NIPAAm-co-Ru(bpy)₃) gel. Therefore, the period of the swelling-deswelling self-oscillation for the gel can be controllable in wide range by optimizing the initial concentration of the three BZ substrates and the temperature. In addition, we showed that the displacement of the self-oscillation for the gel has the trade-off relationship against the period of the self-oscillation.

Next, we introduced the new method of generating contraction waves in the functional gel, which controls the reaction diffusion system by flowing the CT solution into the hollow tubular gel. In order to realize this system, the poly(AAm-co-AAc) microphase-separated
gels were synthesized with various mixture proportions of the water/acetone solvents. From the view of the swelling kinetics, we experimentally clarified that the suitable mixture proportion for the fast volume changes and the adequate robustness for solution sending. Also, we coupled the poly (AAm-co-AAc) microphase-separated tubular gel and the CT solution. Moreover, we successfully demonstrated the propagation of the acidic contraction region of the gel. In the next step, we will accomplish the entire chemical reaction networks for realizing a swelling from the acid contraction region, which leads to a contraction wave in the tubular gel. This research will be the first step for realizing the biomimetic chemical robot which causes a peristaltic locomotion.

Finally, we introduced the fabrication of nanofiber gel actuator with anisotropic internal structure by changing the flow rate in electrospinning. The developed gel generates bending and stretching motion according to the external pH. In order to drive the nanofiber gel actuator automatically, we focused on the pH oscillating reaction based on a bromate/sulfite/ferrocyanide reaction. As a result, we succeeded in causing the bending-stretching motion of the nanofiber gel actuator synchronized with the external pH oscillation. By analyzing the motion of the gel, we found that the gel actuator caused the pendulum-like motion. Moreover, we clarified that the displacement and period of the nanofiber gel were stable, which makes it promising as a molecular device for potential applications.
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